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DETERMINATENESS AND PARTITIONS

KAREL PRIKRY1

Abstract. It is proved that the axiom of determinateness of Mycielski

and Steinhaus for games in which players alternate in writing reals implies

that co -» (co)" (i-e. for every partition of infinite sets of natural numbers into

two classes there is an infinite set such that all its infinite subsets belong to

the same class).

For every infinite N C co, fi(A/) denotes the family of infinite subsets of N.

We also set fi(co) = fi.

A set & C fi is said to be Ramsey if there exists N G fi such that

Q(N) C & otQ(N) C8-1
It is easily shown that the existence of a non-Ramsey & C fi follows from

the axiom of choice. But Mathias [3] has proved that in Solovay's model [7] in

which every set of reals is Lebesgue measurable and has the property of

Baire, every set (J C fi is Ramsey. Silver [6] has proved that every analytic

6£ C fi is Ramsey. Ellentuck [1] has simplified Silver's proof and demon-

strated that all sets in the least class containing all Borel sets and closed under

the Suslin operation and complementation are Ramsey.

We shall show that a form of determinateness considered by Mycielski [4]

implies that every & C fi is Ramsey. This will follow fairly easily from the

results of Ellentuch [1] and Oxtoby [5].

We shall start by formulating the axiom A**, due to Mycielski [4], asserting

the determinateness of a class of games introduced by him. Let 7? denote the

set of reals and 7?w the set of all co-sequences of reals. Let & Q R". The game

&£*(($.) is played by players I and II who alternate in building an a G 7?" in

the following way: I picks a0, . . . , an< (nx > 0); II picks an +,,..., an

(n2 > nx); I picks «„2+1, . . . , a„3, etc. I wins if a G 6£ and II wins otherwise.

A%* is the assertion that for every & C 7?" G**(&) is determined. This

contradicts the axiom of choice (see [4]; this also follows from the Theorem

below). Our main result is

Theorem. ZF + A%* i- every & C fi is Ramsey.

We shall need some results of Ellentuck [1]. An exposition of these results

follows.

We consider fi as a topological space with the topology defined in [1]. In

order to describe this topology, we set for A G fi and n G to
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Qn(A) = {M G ft: A n n = M n n /\ M - n C A).

These sets form a base for Ellentuck's topology on ft. From now on, "open"

will mean open in this topology and, similarly, other topological terms will

refer to this topology unless specified otherwise.

By definition, & C ft has the property of Baire if & = <?L A <2 where % is

open, Q is meager and A is the symmetric difference sign. & is said to be

completely Ramsey if for every A G ft and every n G co there exists a 7i G ft

such that B Q A, B n n = A n n and either ft„(#) C $ or ft„(5) C ft -

(£. It is clear that every completely Ramsey set has the property of Baire (no

choice is needed). The main result of Ellentuck [1] is

Lemma I. If & C ft /to the property of Baire, then & is completely Ramsey.

Ellentuck has also shown

Lemma 2. Every meager set is nowhere dense.

The proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 go through in ZF + DCS, where DCR is the

axiom of dependent choices for relations on R.

By Lemma 1 and a preceding remark, completely Ramsey sets coincide

with the sets having the property of Baire. It is a well-known fact that the

property of Baire is preserved under the Suslin operation. Hence so is being

completely Ramsey. Silver's and Ellentuck's theorems stated in the introduc-

tion now readily follow.

In general, some form of choice is needed to prove that the property of

Baire is preserved under the Suslin operation. Due to the peculiar property of

the space ft expressed in Lemma 2, DC^ suffices in the present context. We

omit the details since this is not needed for our main result. By contrast, the

axiom of choice for countable families of sets of reals suffices for the proof

that the property of Baire for sets of reals, with respect to the usual topology,

is preserved under the Suslin operation. This also holds true of Lebesgue

measurability.

We shall also need a simple fact about Ellentuck's topology given by

Lemma 4. The proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4 do not use the axiom of choice.

Lemma 3. If <S C ft does not have the property of Baire, then there is a

nonempty open set % such that both In 2 and % - & are dense in %.

Proof. If 6E does not have the property of Baire we can find some

nonempty open % such that & - Int((J) is dense in %, where Int(ffi)

denotes the interior of &. Then 9i is as desired.

Lemma 4. If some & C ft does not have the property of Baire, then for some

& C Q, both & and 2 - & are dense in ft.

Proof. Let & C ft not have the property of Baire. Let % be given by

Lemma 3. We can clearly suppose that for some A G ft and n G w, ^1

= ft„(/l). Let / be a one-to-one increasing map of A — n onto to. Set

&' = {f*(M - n): M G Q„(A)}. Then (£' is as desired.
We shall also need a metamathematical result which is proved by using

Cohen's method of forcing. Let V^ be the set of all sentences equivalent in ZF
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to a sentence of the form (VX C 7? )$, where <£ involves only quantifiers over

real numbers.

Lemma 5. If a G V^ and ZF + (R can be well ordered) h a, then ZF +

DCR i- a.

Proof. The following fact is well known and not difficult, and readily

implies the lemma: Every countable transitive model M of ZF + DCS has a

generic extension to a model N of ZF + (R can be well ordered) such that

R (N) _  R (M)

To obtain N, we consider in M the tree 7" of well-orderings of countable

subsets of R. wx precedes w2 in T iff wx is an initial segment of w2. N is

obtained from M by adding a generic branch of T. Since in Af there is a

coding 7? -> 7, we can use DC^ to check that 7?(N) = 7?(M).

Remark. In Lemma 5, "7? can be well ordered" could be replaced by CH;

indeed, the above proof yields an extension N which satisfies CH.

The main application of Lemma 5 follows.

Lemma 6.

ZFA*.* <- V<2 C fi 3A G fi 3n G to[Q„(A) C & V fi„L4) £ fi - <£].

Proof. Let (J C fi. Let T(cE) denote the game in which players I and II

alternately pick basic open sets fi^(^„) in such a way that fi^ 04„ + i)

C Slk (^4n), (n G co). fit (/4B) is picked by I if n is even by II if n is odd. I wins

if (H {fi^L4J: « G co}") n & ^ 0. II wins otherwise.

Let a0 be the sentence

Vffi cfl[Det(r(fi))-»3,4 Gfi3« Gu[a,(y4) C (2 Vfin(^) Cfi - «]],

where DetfT($)) stands for 'T((£) is determined". Since Det(r((£)) has only

an existential quantifier over strategies it follows that a0 G V]. We claim that

ZF + (R can be well ordered) i— a0.

From the results of Oxtoby [5] we conclude: If II has a winning strategy in

T( &), then S, is meager. If I has a winning strategy in T( &), then

3%c£J[%#0At is open A (^i - (£) is meager].

Oxtoby [5] uses the axiom of choice, but it is easy to see that for his results to

go through in the present context, all one needs is that a well-ordering of 7?

exists. The claim now follows immediately from Lemma 2.

Hence by Lemma 5, ZF + DCR f- a0. Finally, it is not hard to see that

T(&) is equivalent to GR*(&') for a suitable &'. Hence A** implies

Det(T((£)) and Lemma 6 follows.

Proof of the Theorem. By Lemmas 4 and 6, every Sell has the

property of Baire. Now we use Lemma 1.

Remarks. It is not known whether the Theorem remains true if ^4jj!* is

replaced by the standard axiom of determinateness Au.

In the first version of this paper the Theorem was proved under the

assumption AR + DC. J. Silver pointed out that DC is not needed and J.

Mycielski pointed out that AR can be replaced by A**. J. Mycielski and W.

Reinhardt also suggested numerous, other improvements. In particular, they
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recommended that the underlying principle behind the proof of Lemma 6

should be isolated explicitly in Lemma 5.
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